Around three-quarters of all German residents live in cities. This number is expected to increase in the coming decades, placing a great strain on urban communities. So, it is more important than ever to drive urban developments towards liveable, sustainable, and future oriented resilient urban spaces. You are invited to take part in this transition in Munich!

Get hands-on knowledge and contacts when we bring together Danish and German technologies, boost exchange of new ideas and accelerate synergies to provide sustainable solutions that combines liveability with great design, engineering or aesthetics – a touch of Danish “hyggenizing” which trends in Germany.

Join this event which connects and exposes your company to stakeholders in Munich and Bayern within urban innovation and with a strong sustainable development agenda. You will get a precise idea of your potentials for co-creation, development, expansion of your network and of doing business with German organizations.

To take part in this project you have to:
› Be a company ready for internationalization
› Have capability to enter collaborations across borders
› Have market-ready solutions or products
› Prepare a Pitch to present your solutions

The workshop takes place on:
15 July 2021, 9 am – 1 pm (9-13)

The workshop will be online with effective facilitation and execution. The event will be held in English.
For more information and enrollment please visit Access Munich (danskindustri.dk)

The Global partnership behind this:
Access Cities – Global Alliance for Sustainable Urban Development

The workshop is part of a series of events focused on sustainable urban development in Denmark and Germany with market visit opportunities planned for fall 2021 in Munich.